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In a much more general context we study the Hausdorff and CCR separation properties of the dual of an extension. We then completely describe the dual space topology of the above extension G in an interesting case.
The preceding results are then applied to the case where N is abelian and G/N is compact.
1. Introduction. In this article, we consider some topological questions concerning the dual space G of a (separable) locally compact extension G of a type I, regularly embedded subgroup AT.
The dual G is known to have a fibre-like structure over a space of orbits 9. With the notation as in §3, we first show that a fibre Ge will be homeomorphic to the corresponding subset J(L (for Le 9) of the dual HL of the associated stability subgroup HL when this subgroup is open. Secondly, JiL is in turn homeomorphic to its associated projective dual space (HJN, oLY when L is one-dimensional. We then determine the support in G of the induced representation UL when HJN is an L-groupi1). Finally, if A^ is CCR and G/N is an L-group, then a union of fibres in G is closed precisely when the underlying union of orbits is closed.
In §4 we give sufficient conditions for a group extension to not have a Hausdorff dual and for an induced representation to be CCR. Specifically, in the latter case we show that if L is a CCR representation of the closed subgroup H with compact quotient space, then UT is CCR. This implies that a compact extension of a CCR group is CCR.
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We completely determine ( §5) the dual space topology of the group extension G described at the beginning when the nonidentity stability subgroups are the same group H and G/H is an F-group (i.e. the "essentially free" case).
§6 is devoted to applying the preceding results to the collection of (separable) groups which are compact extensions of abelian groups. This paper forms the major portion of the author's Doctoral Dissertation written at the University of Maryland under the direction of Professor Adam Kleppner.
Preliminaries.
All groups considered will be separable and locally compact and all representations will be strongly continuous, unitary and of countable dimension. We will assume the reader is familiar with the notion and properties of weak containment as developed by J. M. G. Fell [7] - [12] .
If a is a multiplier for the group G, then Rep (G, a) will denote the set of (unitary) equivalence classes of (separable) ^-representations of G. We will not distinguish between a representation and its equivalence class. When o is trivial we will delete it. We consider Rep (G) to be equipped with the inner hull-kernel topology [9, §2] and the dual G to be equipped with its usual hull-kernel topology [7, p. 372] .
The notion of weak containment is also meaningful for projective representations [2, §3] . Thus, we may consider the a-dual (G, oY (respectively Rep (G, o) ) to be equipped with its corresponding hull-kernel (respectively inner hull-kernel) topology.
The following lemma is basic to what follows. (ii) IfiT e 3~, Sf<^&~ and T is weakly contained in y, then <p(T) is weakly contained in<p(&r).
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the definition of hull-kernel topology.
3. Some topological properties. Let G be a group, N a closed normal subgroup which is type I and regularly embedded [19, p. 302 it inherits from Ñ).
Proof. This is Lemma 3 of [10].
Let 9 eÑ/G and Le 9. We will refer to Ge as the fibre over 9. The sets Ge and JtL are equipped with induced topologies as subsets of G and HL respectively. We first investigate the topological properties of the bijection M -*■ L' ® Mttl.
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a group, a and r multipliers for G, V e Rep (G, o), Te Rep (G, t) and yçRep (G, r). If T is weakly contained in St", then the otrepresentation V ®T is weakly contained in the or-representations {V®S: SeSt") = V<g> St".
Proof. We can verify directly that each fundamental function associated with F (g) L [2, p. 278] which is obtained from a generator v (g) w (for v e Jif(V) and w e Jf(T)) is a uniform-on-compacta limit of finite sums of fundamental functions associated with V ® St". Now apply [11, Lemma 1] .
This proposition is valid for nonseparable groups as well and combines the advantages of [9, p. 260] and [2, p. 288] . We have the following partial converse. Let us now consider the topological properties of the bijection L -* UT between G" and JtL, for 9 e Ñ/G, Le 9. This mapping is continuous [9, Theorem 4.2] and a homeomorphism if HL is normal in G ([10, Lemma 4] and [15, Theorem 1] ). The same is true if HL is open in G. We require some preliminary information before we can prove this.
Let G be a group, H an open subgroup and L a representation of H. For each y e G, we form the representation Ty of the open subgroup y " 1Hy n H by defining TZ = Tyxy-i, xey~1Hy n H. Induce Ty up to H and denote the resulting representation of H by VT-y. Note in particular that VT-e = T. Denote {VT-y : y e G} by VT-a. Lemma 3.3. VT,y depends only on the double coset HyH to which y belongs. If we induce T to G to get UT, then UT\H is a direct sum of the representations VT,G.
Proof. This is a special case of [18, Theorem 7.1] .
Lemma 3.4. UT\H is weakly equivalent to VT,G.
Proof. This is a special case of [9, Theorem 3.2]. where TeJiL and SP<^JtL. Suppose UT is weakly contained in IIs". We will show that F is weakly contained in if (see Lemma 2.1) . By [7, p. 371] , UT\HL is weakly contained in U^\HL ={US\HL : S e if}. But UT\HL is weakly equivalent to VT-G and U^\HL is weakly equivalent to V^-G = [J {Vs-G : Se if} (Lemma 3.4). Hence, VT-G is weakly contained in V^-G and, in particular, T= VT-e is weakly contained in V^-0. Consider the set {Vs'x ; SeSr°,xe HL}. This is precisely if itself since each element of HL leaves each Seif unchanged. Let (^=Vy-G~if (set difference) so that F5"-0 =0i u SP (disjoint). Thus, T is weakly contained in 01 u 5" and belongs to the closure of 0t u Sf in Rep (HL) [12, Proposition 1.1]. Equivalently, F belongs to the closure of 0t or if, i.e. T is weakly contained in 01 or if. Suppose T is weakly contained in á?. Then T\N is weakly contained in 3t\N={W\N : We0t}. But T\N is a multiple of L and is therefore weakly equivalent to L. Each element of 0t is of the form Vs,y, where Seif, yeG and y$HL. Also, Vs,y\N is weakly equivalent to {(S^AO* : x e HL} [10, Proposition 2] . We may easily verify that Sy\N is a multiple of V, so that Sy\N is weakly equivalent to V. Thus, (Sy\N)x is weakly equivalent Lyx, xe HL and Ks,y|N is weakly equivalent to {Lyx : x e HL}. Therefore, âï\N is weakly equivalent to d' = {Lyx : y$HL,xeHL}.
Finally, we obtain that L is weakly contained in 9' which is precisely 6~{L}, i.e. 0=6' u {L} (disjoint), so that L belongs to the relative closure of 6' in 6. However, 6 is homeomorphic to G/HL [15, Theorem 1] which is discrete. Thus, 6' is relatively closed in 6 and we have a contradiction. Consequently, F must be weakly contained in if.
If V is any representation, let supp (F) denote its support [5, Definition 3.4.6] . If G/N is an F-group (i.e. every element of G is weakly contained in the regular representation of G/N), then L. Baggett has shown [2, Theorem 4.1 A] that Ge is weakly contained in UL, i.e. G"Ç supp (UL). The next theorem determines supp (UL) precisely under a slightly weaker hypothesis. Proof. Since p is continuous, we need only show the forward inclusion. Let V e p~\cl (E)). Then 9=p(V) is an element of cl (L) and there exists Leo, TeJlL such that UT=V. The representation T\N is weakly equivalent to L. If r: Tv"-s-Ñ/G denotes the canonical mapping, then L is weakly contained in r~\E) since 9 eel (E). Hence, T\N is weakly contained in r~\E) and F is weakly contained in {U1 : J e r~1(E)} [9, Theorem 4.3] . However, each U1 is weakly equivalent to GBU>, where 8(J) is the orbit of/(Theorem 3.2, Corollary 2), so that {UJ :Jer-\E)} is weakly equivalent to p~i(E). Thus, F is weakly contained in p~\E), i.e. V e cl (/?_1(L)) and the proof is complete.
This theorem says precisely that (under the given hypotheses) a union of fibres in G is closed if and only if the underlying union of orbits in A^ is closed. Note also that if points are closed in Ñ/G, then necessarily this is the case for Ñ, i.e. N is CCR. 4 . Separation of dual points. It will be useful for us to have some machinery for showing that certain groups are CCR while their duals are not Hausdorff. Proof. By hypothesis, there exists a sequence {L'} in G' such that L' -> U' in Rep (G). Note that U' = Rn. Since G/N is an L-group, it follows that G\ is weakly contained in R-n. Hence, {T'} converges to every element of Gx [12, Proposition 1.3]. But there exist at least two distinct elements in Gx [5, Corollaire 13.6.6] , so that G is not Hausdorff. Corollary 2), L e Ñ'. Thus, U' is weakly contained in Ñ' x H= G'.
We now turn to the subject of CCR representations. Theorem 4.1. Let G be a group, H a closed subgroup and T a representation of H.
IfiTis CCR and G/H is compact, then UT is CCR.
Outline of Proof. The following is patterned after [1, p. 185 
] (see [22, Theorem 23] for a complete proof). Let AG (respectively AH) be the modular function for G (respectively H). Then there exists [4, p. 56] a continuous function p : G -s-(0, co) such that p(hx) = [AH(h)/ Aa(h)]p(x), x eG, he H. Let p be the corresponding quasiinvariant measure on G/H (which is finite)
. Let dx and o7z denote right Haar measures for G and H respectively. Suppose <p is a (nonzero) continuous complex function on G with compact support. It suffices to show U% is a compact operator. lffeJf(UT), then [18, p. 107] UTJ(y) = jo <p(x)[p(yx)/p(y)Y2f(yx) dx, y e G.
By a lengthy but straightforward computation, we may verify that UTJ(y) -f k,(y, x)f(x) dp(Hx), 
where Proof. This is a direct consequence of the continuity of the functions AG, AH and p together with the fact that 9 is uniformly continuous [20, p. 63] .
It is important to observe that the proof of this proposition does not require that G/H be compact or that T be CCR. Kvf(a) = f k'"(a, b)f(b) dp(b), a e G/H, Jgih which is compact [22] . Hence, £/£ is compact. This theorem is essentially known for L equal to the identity representation of H [13] . Also, the compactness of G/H is not necessary for UT to be CCR (see Proposition 5.4 of [1, p. 156] ). Proof. A^ is clearly type I [14] . From the hypotheses, it follows that the points of the orbit space Ñ/G = Ñ/(G/N) are closed [21, Proposition 1.1.1] , so that A^ is regularly embedded in G [15, Theorem 1] . This proposition is then a consequence of Mackey's Theorem, Theorem 4 of [1, pp. 176-177] and Theorem 4.1.
5. The essentially free case. In [9, Theorem 5.2], Fell completely described the topology of G for G the Euclidean group of the plane. The most important single property of this group is that all of its nonidentity stability subgroups are the same. This phenomenon, together with more or less straightforward modifications in Fell's methods, will enable us to describe the dual topologies of a significant class of groups satisfying the hypotheses of Mackey's Theorem.
Definition 5.1. Let G and A^ be as in Mackey's Theorem. Then (G, N) is essentially free if the stability subgroups HL, LeÑ, L^/ are all the same, i.e. HL = H for all such L. (The stability subgroup of the identity is always G.) If, in particular, H=N, then we say (G, N) is free. Note that H is a closed normal subgroup of G containing N.
Throughout this section we will assume (G, N) is essentially free with H as above.
Lemma 5.1. A^ is regularly embedded in H so that Mackey's Theorem can be applied to (H, N). In fact, the stability subgroup in H of any Le Ñ is H itself. Hence, orbits are singletons and Ñ/H=Ñ. Proof. This is a consequence of the equivalence of (i) and (v) in the previous lemma.
Consequently
We will find it necessary to assume also that G/H is an F-group for the remainder of this section. Accordingly, it will be convenient to say that (G, N) is admissible if it is essentially free and G/H is an F-group.
Let FçHJG and define GX(F) = {VeGx: r(supp (V\H)) = F}. Lemma 5.3. Suppose (G, N) is admissible. Let E^H'/G and F^HJG. Suppose (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. Then Sf n Gx is closed in G, because Gx is closed in 6. Since y=(ynG1)u(yn G'), it remains to show that if Fe G and V is weakly contained in St" n G', then VeSf. For convenience, let E=q(St" n G'). If Fe G', then F= Ue, for some 8 e H'/G. By hypothesis, F belongs to the relative closure of S" n G' in G'. Hence, 9 e cl' (L) (Proposition 5.1) . By (ii), 9 e E and U° e UE = Sfi n G'^ST. If Ve Gx, let L=/(supp (V\H)). Then LS/YJG and V\H is weakly contained in {Ue\H : 9 e E} [7, p. 371] . But each Ue\H is weakly equivalent to t~x(9), 9 e E, so that F\His weakly contained in t~1(E). Hence, supp (V\H) çcl it-\E)) and Lccl(L). By (iii), GxiF)^Sf and, in particular, VeSf. 6. Compact extensions of abelian groups. Throughout this section we will consider the class of separable locally compact groups G having a closed normal abelian subgroup A (depending on G) for which G/A is compact. Denote this collection by [CA] . Of course, [C4] contains the (separable) compact and abelian groups. Recall that abelian groups are type I. Note that A is regularly embedded in G. We conclude with an example of the essentially free case. Let L denote the circle group and Z the group of integers. Let A be the field of complex numbers and <2 = Lx L. Let G be the semidirect product A■ Q with product topology and group operation given by (a, t)(b, s) = (a + tb, ts\ a, be A, s, t e Q, where / = (/i, t2) and tb = txt2b (ordinary complex multiplication). Then Â = A and each x e A is of the form Xa, for a a complex number, where Xa(a) = exp (/ Re (da)), aeA.
Let a be a nonzero element of A. If y e G and y = (a, t) then XVM) = Xaihhd) = exp (/ Re (txt2ad)), aeA.
It is not difficult to verify that Ha = {(a, t) : t = itx, tx), aeA,txe T}.
Observe that Ha does not depend on a as long as a^0. Hence, for each aeA, ajíO, we have Ha = H as above. Therefore, (G, A) is essentially free (in fact, admissible) but not free.
Lemma 6.4. The group H is topologically isomorphic to AxT, i.e. it is abelian.
Hence, Ê=ÂxT=AxZ and each y eH is of the form y = iya,yn), aeA, neZ, where yia, it, /)) = yaia)ynit) = tn exp (/ Re (aâ)), aeA, teT.
It is worthwhile remarking that if we replace A by H, then the resulting [C4]-group (G, H) is no longer essentially free (the stability subgroup of an element of Hx is all of G). Our present approach enables us to apply Theorem 5.1. 
